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Me & Predictive Modeling?


predict

|prɪˈdɪkt|

Say or estimate that (a specified thing) will happen in the future or will be a consequence of something
guess, second-guess, venture, anticipate, pretend, hazard, read, call, promise, augur, prognosticate, wager, prophesy, bet, calculate, indicate, omen, prefigure, auspicate, bode, signal, point, foreshadow, foretell, prognosticate, forecast, presage, threaten
guess, **second-guess**, venture, anticipate, **pretend**, hazard, read, call, promise, **augur**, prognosticate, wager, prophesy, **bet**, calculate, **indicate**, omen, prefigure, auspicate, bode, signal, **point**, foreshadow, **foretell**, prognosticate, forecast, **presage**, threaten
Me & Predictive Modeling!

- Defect Prediction
- Code Completion
- Recommender Systems
- Change Prediction
- Conflict Preemption
- Software Analytics
- Program Comprehension
Simple is Beautiful
Evaluation & Benchmarks
Data Quantity
Data Quality
Unstructured Data
Modeling
Actionable?
public class EchoServer {
  public static void main(String[] args) {
  }
}
Wait a second...
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